
Making a real impact with 
MachineMax and Plantforce

MachineMax and Plantforce have built a strong relationship in the past year, and with the upcoming fuel levy 
along with more and more companies striving to reduce their carbon emission, never has this partnership 
been more relevant than now.  

From the moment MachineMax engaged with Plantforce it was quickly established that both companies have 
an aligned vision as to where the industry is heading. Collectively we envisage new digital services, customer 
transparency and improved automation across construction in the UK. Plantforce is ahead of the curve 
offering unique solutions to transform the industry to enable new rental approaches. 

In the UK, traditional hire fleets are made up of mixed manufacturer plant and equipment. This is vital to give 
clients flexibility but poses significant limitations due to the variety of telematic software solutions available 
direct from OEMs. With no consolidated data, an accurate picture of how a fleet of machines is being utilised 
is difficult. This means that machine usage is suboptimal, resulting in unnecessary fuel burn, thus emissions. 

Plantforce realised this and wanted to ensure that their customers were able to access the relevant data on 
site, with Sam Mercer, Chief Operating Officer at Plantforce stating:

“We quickly identified a need to give customers access to the data that is being produced from the 
machines they hire. We also wanted to let the customer see our and their own machines on a single platform. 
MachineMax lets us do that. MachineMax provides an equipment management platform for heavy equipment 
users and owners to maximise the productivity and profitability of every machine in the greenest way 
possible, allowing customers to connect their entire fleet to the platform, providing them with a single view to 
all fleet operating on their projects.
 
One example of where this partnership has played dividends is with Plantforce’s civil engineering customer 
Montel.

Montel are a infrastructure and civil engineering contactor based in Worcester specialising in roads, car 
parks, enforced concrete structures and flood defences in the midlands and the south west. From minor 
works to major infrastructure projects, Montel has a proven record of providing value through civil engineering 
excellence. 

Plantforce have been valued suppliers to Montel for the past 4 years, offering the best plant and technology, 
thus ensuring that sites are as safe, efficient and as energy conscious as possible, with Simon Turbutt – 
Managing Director Montel Civil Engineering saying: “Plantforce are an integral part of our [Montel’s] supply 



chain, providing equipment to the major parts of our business.”

One of the key reasons this partnership is key to now more than ever relevant to customers is the upcoming 
fuel levy with Adam Jarvis – Senior Buyer Montel Civil Engineering stating: “One of the main reasons we are 
working with Plantforce and MachineMax is to reduce our carbon emissions ahead of the upcoming fuel levy.” 

The fuel levy expected to be enforced in April 2022, will have serious cost implications for the plant sector: 
the industry will go from paying 11.14p to 57.95p per litre overnight, in view of red diesel accounting for around 
15% of all the diesel used in the UK and is responsible for the production of nearly 14 million tonnes of carbon 
dioxide a year.

Aware of this and the environmental implications the industry has, Simon Turbutt further said that: 

“ The business [Montel] strive to work towards net zero by 2030 and the use of the MachineMax software 
within our equipment is helping us to drive efficiency forward to reduce the consumption of diesel fuel and to 
reduce our carbon footprint.”

Montel achieve this by measuring the idle time through the MachineMax platform. Industry benchmarks 
indicate that idling makes up around 40% of operating time. Idling is problematic because for every hour 
a machine idles, it wastes an hour of warranty, burns around 4 litres of fuel, moves closer to the next 
maintenance occurrence, and loses an hour of output. Therefore, through the MachineMax platform the live 
idling data enables customers to see where and when it is occurring, immediately address the issue and move 
towards a more proactive approach. 

Other than emissions productivity and utilisation is a key motivator for customers when choosing to partner 
with Plantforce and MachineMax. Working with Plantforce, their customers, across all industries, have used 
these metrics to identify patterns in operational inefficiencies including: too many equipment onsite resulting 
in under-utilisation, incorrect equipment used for the job resulting in lower productivity, ineffective site 
layout resulting in idling and excessive travelling, suboptimal operator behaviour resulting in dangerous and 
inefficient utilisation.

Adam Jarvis – Senior Buyer Montel Civil Engineering Provides evidence for this claim by stating:

“The MachineMax system allows us [Montel] to identify the location, utilisation and the fuel usage of all plant 
on site. This allows us to do two main things. Firstly to identify utilisation on site and make them as efficient as 
possible. Secondly to monitor driver behaviour and identify training needs.”

MachineMax in collaboration with Plantforce continue to offer and develop their technology offering to 
ensure sites run as efficiently as possible whilst reducing carbon emissions. 
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